
Preserving Family Harmony When 
Distributing Jewelry and Other Tangible Property

Executive Summary

• The distribution of tangible property — jewelry, art, furniture and collectibles — often is not included in a
formal will.

• Failing to identify who gets what until it’s too late can result in family conflicts because nonfinancial
assets have both monetary and sentimental value.

• Preserving family harmony can depend on creating open dialogue on how property should be divided,
taking into account sentimental preferences and a fair distribution based on monetary value.

• Following a process — determining market value and identifying heirs’ preferences — can help to
preserve the family legacy and relationships.

Planning ahead for a fair distribution     

Although a will is essential for financial assets, families may only have an unwritten understanding about 
who inherits nonfinancial assets. Failing to plan ahead for the disposition of tangible property — jewelry, 
art, furniture and collectibles — can incite family conflict. The reason: Nonfinancial assets have both 
monetary and sentimental value, which may be deeply personal or unimportant for different family 
members. All too often, families simply delay these decisions, leaving survivors to fight over who gets a 
treasured portrait or grandmother’s precious brooch. Preserving family harmony often requires open 
discussion during the owner’s lifetime to plan a fair distribution, taking into account differing preferences 
and the owner’s financial needs. 

Opening the dialogue with younger generations

We encourage families to talk about nonfinancial assets across generations. These discussions provide 
an opportunity to share the importance of prized possessions or items inherited from prior generations. 
Holding conversations in advance provides an opportunity for the senior generation to confirm an 
heir’s interest or ability to accept an object. It’s important to remember that younger generations may 
have different tastes and lifestyles: one person’s beloved collection may become an heir’s albatross. By 
proactively airing these issues, a family can reach amicable decisions about the disposition, including 
what will stay in the family and what should be sold.
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Discuss bequests and decide during your lifetime

When decision making occurs during your lifetime, there is opportunity to share stories about an object’s 
family history and significance — and to confirm the intended recipient wants it. We want to feel our 
jewelry will be worn, our art appreciated and our furniture cherished. Scratching below the surface, most 
of us have a specific vision of how our heirs will divvy up our possessions — “my granddaughter will want 
my leopard pin.” Further, many of us likely can predict the rivalries that could flare up over the division of 
property, even if we choose not to confront them.

It is also increasingly important for families to discuss their wishes before individuals become 
incapacitated. Who will become the primary decision maker — a spouse, a child or an advisor — through 
a power of attorney? What items should be sold, if any, to raise funds for assisted living or long-term care?  
Advisors and family members should encourage seniors to have these conversations before incapacity 
occurs.

Decisions to make during your lifetime

• Understand what your possessions are worth. Have a sound
understanding of the approximate value of your tangibles,
especially jewelry, art and furniture. Values can change
significantly over time, depending on tastes and trends.
Fine American furniture, for example, is generally much less
valuable today than it was 20 years ago.

• Sell a collection. The person who built the collection is
likely best positioned to arrange the sale, already knowing
potential dealers, the history and selling points, and even
possible buyers. For example, an avid book collector handled
the negotiations for donating her collection to a university
library, a feat her children could never have accomplished.
The gift brought her enormous pride and spared her children
the burden of determining what to do with a relatively
obscure and potentially valuable collection.

• Heirs pre-select items. Some families use color-coded
stickers on the underside of objects to identify who will
eventually receive them. Beware, we have seen cases of
stickers falling off with no other record to guide the family.
Instead, keep an agreed upon list of the items and recipients.

Tax considerations

• Gifts during life valued greater than

$15,000 per recipient are subject to 

federal gift tax and must be reported to 

the IRS on a gift tax return and include a 

formal appraisal.

• Estate assets greater than $11,580,000 

are subject to 40% estate tax.

• Proceeds from the sale of a tangible 

item are subject to 28% capital gains tax 

and possible 3.8% net investment income 

tax. 

The IRS is very picky when it comes to 

valuations. An insurance appraisal is 

generally not sufficient for large estates. 

Valuations of gifts during life and at death 

must be done by a qualified appraiser 

who knows the IRS rules. 
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• Identify in writing. Although a Letter of Instruction may not be legally binding in every state, a list of
testamentary gifts signed by the owner makes clear the intended recipients.

Dividing assets after death

For most estates, after the executor is appointed, the assets are identified and appraisals are completed. 
When it is time to divide the household items not specifically included in a will, the executor and family 
members will clean out the decedent’s residence, focusing on the remaining contents. Family conflicts 
often occur at this stage. 

A key question is whether any remaining personal property has a disproportionate value, sentimental 
or monetary. If not, heirs can usually agree on dividing up the assets so that each receives items of 
equal value. Miscellaneous household items that have not been appraised are often divided based on 
perceived value and fairness.

Next, the heirs will have to decide how to distribute the most valuable items that everyone wants. The 
following methods may be useful:

• Heirs make lists of what they want and an objective third party reconciles them. Although some 
families divide their lists with relative ease, others may need a third party to manage negotiations, 
bartering or, in some cases, threatening to sell items if the family can’t agree.

• Hold a family auction. Using equal shares of play money, heirs bid for each object and the highest 
bid wins. This method can place a high value on sentimental items and may result in an unequal 
distribution based on monetary value.

• Draw straws to determine selection order. There are many variations of this approach.  Sometimes, 
after the first draw, the order of selection is fixed and continues round-robin. Or, the order can change 
with each round. Another variation gives greater weight to sentimental value, while attempting to 
preserve equality of monetary value. This is particularly useful in estates with large collections. The first 
round or two may reflect primarily sentimental picks, while later rounds adjust to allow some family 
members to make additional picks to achieve equal monetary value. 

The best outcome is when a family appreciates their legacy, preserves the memories and successfully 
divides the tangible property, while preserving harmonious relationships for years to come. 

For more information, contact your Glenmede Wealth Advisor or visit us at Glenmede.com.
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This material is intended to be a review of issues or topics of possible interest to Glenmede Trust Company 
clients and friends and it is not personalized investment, estate planning, tax or legal advice. Advice is 
provided in light of a client’s applicable circumstances and may differ substantially from this presentation. 
This material may contain Glenmede’s opinions, which may change without notice after date of 
publication. Information gathered from third-party sources is assumed reliable but is not guaranteed. This 
publication may not be used as legal or tax advice.
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